In this paper, we measure and study the peer startup process in PPLive, a popular commercial P2P streaming system, and focus on a fundamental issue in this aspect: how a peer initializes its buffer when it joins a channel, i.e., initial offset placement of peers' buffers in the startup stage. We build a general model of peer startup process in chunk-based P2P streaming systems and present an initial offset placement scheme we inferred from the measurement results, i.e., proportional placement (PP) scheme. With FP scheme, the initial buffer offset is set to the offset of the reference neighbor peer plus an advance proportional to the reference neighbor peer's offset lag or buffer width. We evaluate the performance of PP scheme and find it is stable when the placement is based on offset lag, but will be unstable when it is based on buffer width if the chunk fetching strategy and neighbor peer selection mechanism are not properly designed. We finally report our detailed measurement results of the peer startup process and initial offset placement algorithms used in PPLive. Our models and measurement results could be useful for guiding the analysis and design of buffering protocols for a real P2P live streaming system.
INTRODUCTION
P2P live streaming [1] has become popular on the Internet and attracted a large amount of users in a short period of time since its appearance [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . In a P2P live streaming system, video content is segmented into chunks. Each peer in such a system has a buffer to locally store the video chunks that it has fetched but not played yet. All chunks in a peer's buffer are open for sharing with other peers in the system. Thus, instead of fetching chunks directly from the content server (or called streaming server), a peer in general fetches most chunks from its neighbor peers who have fetched the chunks earlier and still saved these chunks in their buffers currently. This feature significantly distinguishes a P2P system from a traditional client-server-based system. Thus far, most existing work (e.g., [10, 11] ) has been concentrated on designing chunk fetching strategies and studying the fetching effects when peers work stably. A fetching strategy describes how a peer fills its buffer by fetching chunks from the buffers of its neighbor peers. The fetching effect characterizes how a peer's buffer is filled in a probabilistic sense.
In this paper, we study the peer startup process in a P2P live streaming system. From a peer's perspective, its startup process consists of the fetching and buffering operations that it takes during the period from the instant when it joins the system to the instant when it becomes a stable peer. During this period of time, such a peer is called a startup peer. These operations taken by such a startup peer are significantly different from their counterparts taken by a steady peer, but have not been extensively studied yet in the literature.
Specifically, we measured peer startup process and how a peer initializes its buffer when it joins a channel in PPLive, a popular commercial P2P streaming system. Since offset is the term commonly used in the research community to represent the start position of a sliding window, we will use the term of "the initial offset placement" to describe the problem regarding how to place the initial start position of the window by a newly joined peer. Our contributions in this work are as follows: 1) We measured peer startup process in chunk-based P2P streaming system and propose a general model to present it.
2) We find that PPLive adopts a proportional placement (PP) scheme for a newly joined peer to place its initial offset. According to PP, a newly joined peer places its initial offset based on the buffer width of its reference peer. We find that with this scheme peers can obtain good chunk availability and thus good downloading performance.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first measurement and modeling work about peer startup process and initial offset placement in a P2P live streaming system. Our results in this paper could be useful for guiding the performance analysis and design of fetching and buffering protocols for a real P2P live streaming system. For instance, our finding of the PP scheme explains previous measurement results of variable buffer size [2, 8, 12] and tiering effect in buffer alignment [6] in PPLive [13] . Besides, most existing studies of P2P live streaming systems (e.g., [10, 11] ) simply assume the peer buffer size is fixed and peers' buffers are aligned precisely. Our measurement results show that these assumptions are not true in real systems.
The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows. In Section II, we briefly review related work. In Section III, we build a general model for characterizing peer startup process in a P2P live streaming system. Section IV introduces our measurement results of peer startup process and initial offset placement in PPLive. In Section V, we conclude this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
In [1] , a general architecture of P2P live streaming systems was discussed and an initial experiment was conducted. After [1] , much measurement work on P2P live streaming systems has been carried out [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . The concept of buffer progress and related parameters such as buffer width, playable video, and peer offset were defined in [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Most of these studies, however, are descriptive, and focus on peers in stable state. In contrast, in this paper, we take a microscope view and study how a newly-joined peer initializes its buffer and starts collaborating with other peers when it joins a system.
Existing studies [1, 10, 11, 14] focus on how to design efficient fetching strategies for peers in equilibrium environment. They assume the same fetching strategy is adopted by stable peers and newly-joined peers. In this paper, our measurement result shows such an assumption is unrealistic as newly-joined peers in PPLive adopt special fetching strategy to obtain quicker startup rate.
The startup performance of peers was first evaluated in [14] . In [14] , the same fetching strategy is assumed to be adopted by both newly-joined peers and stable peers. With this assumption, a newly-joined peer can only fill its buffer at the playback rate. However, this assumption significantly underestimates the startup performance of peers in P2P live streaming systems because the fetching rates of most startup peers is significantly higher than the playback rate based on our measurements on PPLive.
In [6] , Hei et al. found there is a tiering effect in the playback lags in PPLive. However, Ref. [6] interprets this effect as a "tree like structure" inside a mesh-pull P2P network. In this paper, we show that such an interpretation is not true for PPLive. Based on our measurement results, PPLive adopts a variable buffer length with very large buffer size. The chunks with the largest IDs stored at each of the peers in such a system is very close to each other and independent to the offset lags. Therefore, the "tree like structure" does not properly justify the tiered offset lags observed in [6] . Then, one question arises: Whether the initial offset is determined by certain mechanism and the tiering effect is caused by the realization of this mechanism?
III. PEER STARTUP MODEL
In this section, we present a model which reflects the peer startup process we found in PPLive.
A. Brief Description of PPLive
PPLive uses few content servers (also called tracker hereafter unless otherwise stated) to support a large number of audiences (also called peers). The media content is divided into successive data pieces (also called chunks) with IDs in ascending order.
The content server injects new chunks into system based on the requests from peers. The service curve, denoted by s(t), is defined as the max chunk ID in the system at time t, i.e. the ID of new chunk injected by the content server at that time.
Each peer has a buffer for storing chunks. It employs buffer-maps (BMs) to abstractly describe how the buffer is currently filled. A BM consists of an offset, which is the smallest chunk ID at buffer head (or the current playback position), and a bitmap, which is a bit sequence recording the list of chunks that are currently stored in the buffer. In details, a value of 1 or 0 at the i th position of the bitmap indicates that the chunk with ID=offset + i−1 has or has not been stored in the buffer. We call the left most position in the bitmap the buffer head. BMs are periodically exchanged among neighboring peers. We denote a peer p's offset at time t as f p (t), which is named as the offset curve of the peer.
B. Peer Startup Model
PPLive is a CBR (constant bit rate) system where each peer plays video with the same playback rate r. We model a PPLive host's startup process related to the processes of the content server and its neighbor peers as shown in Fig. 1 .
As shown in Fig. 1 , the vertical axis is chunk ID and the horizontal axis is time. Assume a host h boots up at time t h . This model shows its startup process after t h .
There are two global reference curves for the content server. One is the service curve s(t)=rt, the topmost line, which is the max chunk ID in the system at time t. The other is the content server's offset curve f tk (t), which is the minimal chunk ID the content server cached at any time t. The slope of this offset curve is r, meaning that the peer drains r chunks from its buffer every second. The distance between the two curves express the content server's buffer width W tk = s(t) -f tk (t). For simplicity, we assume W tk is a constant.
When a host h starts up, it needs to get connected to a few online peers to decide the start point of its buffer, i.e., the first chunk θ h it requests. We call the stable neighbor peer according to which the host h sets its initial offset as the reference neighbor peer, denoted by p. The values of ξ p (t), v p (t), and f p (t) are computed based on the BMs received from p, which are called scope curve, playable video curve, and offset curve of p, respectively. These curves are defined as follows: In general, positions near the buffer head are fully filled. Since the playback always begins from the chunk at the buffer head, this part of chunks indicates how long the video can be played smoothly. Accordingly, we name it as the playable video as in [6] . For a given bitmap, the playable video length V is defined as the maximal length of consecutive "1" in the bitmap from left to right, i.e., the number of continually playable chunks from the peer's buffer head. In contrast, the positions near the buffer tail are in general partially filled. The chunk at the buffer head and that at the buffer tail are the oldest chunk and the newest chunk in a peer p's buffer, respectively. The distance between the above two chunks is the buffer width, denoted by W p . For a peer p, we define the sequence of chunk IDs at the buffer head and tail as the offset curve f p (t) and the scope curve ξ p (t), respectively, and define the time sequence of the playable video length V as playable video curve v p (t). Since a peer fetches new chunks to fill its buffer and drops obsolete chunks from its buffer, the chunks at the head and tail of the buffer keep moving forward at playback rate r.
Host h cannot request chunks with ID > s(t) because no such chunk exists in the system, while it can download chunks ≤ f tk (t). Since a P2P system is generally designed to encourage peer-to-peer data exchange instead of peer-to-content server data exchange in order to alleviate the content server's load, such an idea can be achieved by adopting an offset f p (t) less than f tk (t) for any stable peer p. Moreover, the system wish a peer help distribute new chunks, therefore it is reasonable that peer p has a curve ξ p (t) close to s(t), meaning that peer p's buffer width W p =ξ p (t)-f p (t) nearly equals to its offset lag, i.e., L p =s(t)-f p (t).
Assume at time t h , host h sets its initial offset θ h , and its offset value (equal to θ h ) in the early stage of boot-up keeps invariant for some time called offset setup time τ s . The time interval τ s is for the host to build its buffer but not to play the video. After that, the host starts to forward its offset values and play the chunks [8] , and to share chunks (either provision or request) which have IDs in the range of [f h (t), s(t)].
The initial offset θ h chosen at time t h is important for the following reasons.
First, for minimizing the workload of content server, host h should fetch chunks from other peers rather than content server as many as possible. Thus, θ h should be set to an value appropriately larger than the reference neighbor peer p's offset f p (t h ) at time t h when at least one BM has been received the peer p. While, too much diversity of offset lags among different peers is not good for the sharing environment, we should control the offset lag difference, i.e., L h −L p =rτ s + f p (t h ) -θ h as shown in Fig. 1 , where L h is the peer's offset lag and L p is the first neighbor's offset lag Second, once θ h is set, the host's offset lag W h or the buffer width L h =s(t)-f h (t) is determined. As shown in Fig.1 , since h's initial offset lag is L θ =s(t h )−θ h , then its offset lag L h =L θ +rτ s .
Assume a constant τ s . The larger the θ h , the later it will be removed out from peer p's buffer, and thus the more time the host h has to fetch it. The larger the θ h , however, the smaller the possible maximal buffer width L h =L θ +rτ s , and the quicker a newly-fetched chunk will be played, and thus the worse the playback continuity. Hence, the initial offset should be selected carefully in a practical system.
C. Initial Offset Placement Schemes
We first briefly discuss a simple method, i.e., fixed padding (FP) method, in which L h −L p =0. However, FP has no design space. One can easily find that any peer p in such a system will have the same offset lag L p ≤ W tk . Buffer width is an important design parameter about playback performance. Larger buffer can improve playback continuity, but consumes more memory. Thus, FP cannot fulfill the two design goals at the same time: large buffer of peer but small buffer of tracker.
We now present a more practical scheme which we found in PPLive, i.e., proportional placement (PP) scheme. With PP scheme, the initial buffer offset is set to the offset of the reference neighbor peer plus an advance proportional to the reference neighbor peer's offset lag or buffer width. We first discuss the proportional placement (PP) based on (the first neighbor's) offset lag, i.e., θ h =f p (t h )+αL p , where α ≤ 1 is constant placement coefficient, and L p is the first neighbor's offset lag. Then we deduce L h =(1−α)L p +rτ s from L h −L p = rτ s + f p (t h ) -θ h . Since recursively each first neighbor must have ever been a new host when entering the system, we can reform L h =(1−α)L p +rτ s into a more familiar mathematical formula: x n+1 =bx n +c. Obviously, it is a contraction mapping when b<1, with L * =rτ s /α as its stable point, which is independent to any initial value [16] . Thus, self-stabilizing is the most attractive property of this PP scheme.
In certain extreme conditions, however, such a PP scheme may lead to poor system performance. For example, assuming that the first neighbor has an offset lag of L p =1000 but only contains 50 chunks in its buffer. With a placement coefficient α=0.3, the host's θ h =f p (t 0 )+300, but the host does not have any available chunk for download.
In case of that, a host can use W p (t) for its initial offset placement. We name such a scheme as the PP scheme based on buffer width, i.e., θ=f p (t 0 )+αW p (t 0 ). The advantage of this scheme is that, the initial chunk is always available in its reference neighbor peer. However, the system under this scheme may be not always stable, i.e., this scheme cannot guarantee a bounded offset lag L n =s(t)−f n (t) as n→∞. Due to the page size limitation, the detailed discussion is beyond this paper. Theoretically we can prove that the offset lag has upper boundary and lower boundary if certain selection mechanism of good reference peer p is used to ensure p has enough buffer width and playable video chunks, and then this PP scheme will lead to an average buffer width rτ s /α.
IV. DETAILED MEASUREMENT RESULTS ON PPLIVE
This section presents our detailed measurement and analysis results on PPLive [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [8] [9] . The results also show that the PP scheme is effective and realistic.
A. Measurement Methods and Platform
We divide all peers into two groups: new peers who are booting up and old peers who stay online for a long time period. Without causing confusion, we call a new peer "host" and an old peer "peer" when the host comes in.
We use both sniffing method and crawler-based method in our measurement on a host's startup process. Sniffing method like [20] is first used at silent stage, in which period a host does not advertise its BM to other peers so that no buffer-related information can be collected by a crawler. The silent stage of a host lasts from the time when he joins the system to the time when he advertises the first BM. A host in this stage is called silent host. The silent stage is short (about 5 seconds based on our measurements on PPLive clients), but it is critical for a peer to establish its initial protocol status. We run the client sniffing software on a PC server connected to a residential broadband network. More than 2,500 experiments were done in five runs. In each run, about 500 channels on the graphic user interface of PPLive software were sequentially selected.
Once a host starts to output a BM message, its so-called advertising stage begins. Unlike silent stage, this process can be measured by using sniffing or crawling, both of which have advantages and disadvantages. Detailed information can be collected by using sniffing, while coarse data are inevitable by using crawling. In contrast, sniffing is too time consuming and can only operate on some specific host(s), while crawling can find various hosts with different network conditions. In this paper, we deployed our crawler to carry out the measurement of peer startup process in this stage from Apr. 2 to Jul. 15, 2007 on PPLive.
B. Overview of the Peer Startup Process in PPLive
According to our measurement of boot up behaviors on PPLive clients, a host h first registers to a tracker, and the tracker responds with a selected list of online peers or peerlist message; the host then starts to connect to the peers in the list. Once connected, the connected neighbor peers shall send their BMs to the host. After that, the host chooses a chunk ID based on the received BMs as the initial offset θ h and starts to fetch chunks with IDs equal to or above this point from its neighbor peers.
Five seconds after the booting up, the host starts to periodically advertise its BMs to its neighbor peers, and it enters advertising stage. We find that the offsets in the early advertised BMs are invariant and equal to θ h for a certain period of offset setup time τ s ; then the host starts to forward its offset values in the announced BMs and to play the chunks locally [8] . The whole process is consistent with our startup model in Fig. 1 .
In addition, we emphasize an important measurement finding about the received peerlist message from the tracker. Besides the information of online peer addresses, we find this message contains two extra important fields called Tk OffMin and Tk OffMax . The values in the two fields at any time t indicate the buffer head or the content server's offset f tk (t), and buffer tail or service curve s(t) of the content server. Therefore, the content server's buffer width is W tk = s(t)-f tk (t). Moreover, after extensive measurements, we find that W tk always satisfies the following equation:
where r is playback rate measured in number of chunks/s. In other words, Eq. (1) means that the content server always buffers two minutes contents for each channel in PPLive.
C. Measurement on Initial Offset Placement
We inspected how a host places its initial offset in PPLive. To visualize the initial offset placement of all the experiments in one picture, only the marks on the vertical line t=t h in Fig. 1 for each experiment is drawn in Fig. 2 . All vertical lines of different experiments were aligned at f tk (t h ) in Fig. 2 . Thus, the zero point on y-axis in Fig. 2 represents f tk in each experiment. The marks and colors used in Fig. 2 are consistent with those used in Fig. 1 , thus the red curves show the tracker buffer width ±W tk =±(s(t h )−f tk (t h )). The top one is +W tk and the bottom one is −W tk . Recall that in Eq. (1) the tracker's buffer width is a scaled playback rate in PPLive, which clearly shows that PPLive mainly serves two classes of video playback rates, one is about 10 chunks/s (see the right most region) and the other is about 6 chunks/s (see the middle region). The black '.' and green 'x' marks stand for ξ p −f tk and f p −f tk , respectively. Here, f p −f tk represents those chunks that a peer stores or is going to store but the content server no longer stores it. In contrast, ξ p −f tk represents those chunks that the content server is storing currently and the peer is also storing or going to store. The distance between the black '.' and the green 'x' in the vertical direction is the buffer width W p =ξ p −f p of the reference neighbor in a given experiment. Similarly, the distance between the top red curve and the green 'x' in the vertical direction is the offset lag L p =s−f p of the reference neighbor. This can be seen as an evidence of the variable peer buffer size adopted by PPLive. It also shows that the buffer width of the tracker much smaller than that of a peer in PPLive. The blue ' * ' in the figure is the initial offset θ h −f tk placed by a host in each experiment. If PPLive adopts a strategy of fixed initial offset lag, all blue' * ' would have been aligned in a horizontal line. However, it is seen that the blue ' * ' in the figure are distributed with a shape similar to the shape of green 'x'. This suggests that the initial offset of a host in PPLive adapts to the buffer condition of the reference neighbor peer chosen by the host.
Specifically, the distance between the selected initial offset (blue ' * ') and the offset of reference neighbor peer (green 'x') may be somehow proportional to the distance between the offset of reference neighbor peer (green 'x') and the scope of the reference neighbor peer (black '.'), i.e., the buffer width W p =ξ p −f p of the reference neighbor peer. It may also be proportional to the distance between the offset of reference neighbor peer (green 'x') and the service curve (red curve on the top), i.e., the offset lag L p =s−f p of the reference neighbor peer. Specifically, the PPLive may use PP scheme to place the initial offset θ h either based on the buffer width such that θ h =f p +α W W p , or based on the offset lag such that θ h =f p +α L L p .
We name α W and α L in these equations as offset placement coefficients. Fig. 3 shows the distributions of α W =(θ h −f p )/W p and α L =(θ h −f p )/L p . It seems more likely that PPLive adopts the PP scheme based on peer buffer width since α W shown in Fig. 3 has sharper distribution. The peak of both distributions is at α * =0.34, which indicates a constant placement coefficient 0.34 is adopted in the system. Many factors may make the calculated placement coefficient α W deviated from α * . For example, since not all signaling messages used in PPLive were resolved successfully, some peers may use a message format we do not know such that we cannot recognize its behavior, which leads to false reference peer in our analysis. Besides, the reference neighbor peer in our analysis may be not the only peer used to set θ h . If the reference peer is in poor condition with too short playable video V, the host may wait for another good peer.
D. Reference Neighbor Peer Selection
The subsection evaluates how a start-up host selects its reference neighbour peer. For minimizing start-up latency, a host as we observed in PPLive usually has few (4.69) neighbor peers before setting its initial offset. A peer may select the neighbor peer from which the first BM message was received, as the reference neighbor peer (we call this selection algorithm as the first neighbor strategy), or select an appropriate neighbor peer from all the few neighbor peers as the reference neighbor peer (we call this selection algorithm as the best neighbor strategy). To verify the strategy that PPLive peers adopt, we try to find the "best" neighbor peer q among the few neighbors, based on which the placement coefficient α W (q)=(θ h −f q )/W q has the closest value to α * =0.34: q * = arg min q |α W (q)−α * |. As shown by the curve marked with circles in Fig. 3 , the fractions of our experiments which have placement coefficient values within 0.34±10% based on W p and L p are 0.71 and 0.69 respectively when using first neighbor strategy, and it increases to 0.91 and 0.87 when the placement is based on best neighbor strategy. This result indicates that PPLive does implement certain mechanism for optimizing the selection of reference neighbor. Detailed study for good peer decision will be left for future work.
E. Chunk Availability around Initial Offset
Our measurement results also show that the initial offsets in most experiments fall in an easy-to-download area near θ h in the neighbor peers. From a viewpoint of fetching performance, the better the chunk availability around initial offset means the better chunk fetching performance. In more than 70% of the experiments, a host can fetch chunks around θ h from more than 3 peers out of the 4.69 connected peers. That indicates a good performance on the placement of initial offset in PPLive.
F. Offset Setup Duration
From our measurement results, we found that a host in PPLive has a 5 seconds silent stage. In this stage, a host does not advertise any BMs, and after this stage, a newly joined host will periodically advertise its BMs to its neighbor peers. The offset setup duration τ s is the time interval from the time when the host determines its initial offset to the time when the host starts to drain its buffer. Hence, the offset setup duration of a host includes the silent stage as well. We name this part of time as the offset silent duration T sil . We do not find a way to measure the length of the offset silent duration T sil directly from the client sniffing. In practice, T sil can be estimated by the interval between two measurable events: the earliest time when a host receives a BM from its neighbors to the time when the host starts to advertise its own BM to its neighbors. The analysis on our measurement shows the distribution of T sil has a mean value of about 3.6 seconds.
We define the offset invariant duration T off as the time interval from the time when a host starts to advertise its first BM to the time when the offset value in its BMs starts to increase. The distribution of T off is drawn in Fig. 4 , and the mean value is 67s. Note that the offset setup duration τ s is the sum of T off and T sil . Then, the mean value of τ s is E[τ s ] = E[T off ] + E[T sil ] ≈ 67 + 3.6 = 70.62s.
G. Average Buffer Width
In Section III.C, we have shown that, certain conditions should be satisfied by buffer width and offset lag when the PP scheme is applied. This subsection discusses this issue. In our measurements in PPLive, the normalized average buffer width E(W)/r is approximately equal to 208.3. With a placement coefficient α=0.34, based on the equation E(W)=rτ s /α according to our buffer width based PP scheme, we have τ s = 70.82 seconds in theory, which is very close to the measured value, 70.62. Hence, the offset placement scheme used in PPLive is stable. In contrast, the normalized average offset lag E(L)/r is approximately equal to a value of 216.1. With a placement coefficient of 0.34, we have τ s = 73.47 seconds. This further shows that, the PP scheme in PPLive is more likely based on the buffer width since the offset setup duration calculated based on buffer width is closer to the measured value than the value calculated based on the offset lag.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we built a model for characterizing peer startup process in P2P live streaming systems and we then validate it in PPLive. With the model, peers adopts proportional placement for initial offset placement. We prove this scheme can obtain good stability and chunk availability in PPLive. After we obtained the results in this paper, we also had in-depth discussions with technicians from PPLive. They confirmed the actual employment of the proportional placement for peer to determine their initial offsets in PPLive.
